AIRBUS PROTECT has been defining and implementing a technical, human and operational holistic Risk Management approach for our customers. Our expertise in Safety Security and Sustainability topics has been recognized within the Aerospace, Mobility, Defence & Energy industries for over 35 years.

We advise, provide studies and analysis, to reach the highest standards or certification when required. AIRBUS PROTECT offers digital solutions with a high level of scientific and technological integration using agile and innovative methods.

**COMPETENCIES & CAPABILITIES**

Expert in Risk Management:
- Safety - RAMS
- Security - Cybersecurity
- Sustainability
- Training
- Digital Solutions
AIRBUS PROTECT

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Safety compliance & qualification
- Regulatory compliance, standards (ECSS standards)
- RAM & Safety architecture definition of Space Products (antenna, satellites, ground segments, launchers…)
- Design process assurance Hardware & Software (consulting, audits, architecture optimization)

Security /Cybersecurity:

Sustainability: Industrial & Global Risk Assessment, Management & Compliance

Training: 30 Courses available - French training school registered - Datadock - Qualiopi certified

Digital Solutions: RAM & Safety modelling and simulation of complex systems and optimization of Space products. eg: SimfiaNeo, Simlog-ILS tool

MAJOR SPACE PROJECTS & REFERENCES

Projects:
- EGNOS – THALES ALENIA SPACE
- ARIANESPACE - ARIANE 5 & 6
- CNES CALLISTO - CNES DLA
- VEGA
- SOYOUZ FREGAT
- CNES CSG

Customers:

POINT OF CONTACT

ADDRESS: 36 Rue Raymond Grimaud, 31700 Blagnac, France
WEBSITE https://www.protect.airbus.com/
PHONE +33 (0) 05 61 30 99 00
POINT-OF-CONTACT: MACHADO Marina, Sales Manager
marina.machado@airbus.com, +33 (0)6 29 65 69 99
TURNOVER: 160 M€
WORK FORCE: 1200 employees
SPACE TURNOVER: 2,75 M€
SPACE WORK FORCE: 22 employees